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Robbie Cooper likes to expect the worst. That way, she's never disappointed. Ruby, who was abandoned by her mother and forced to leave the house she calls home, is facing too many changes. Her lonely world has been transformed into a life of luxury by her long-lost sister, but all Ruby wants to do is
leave - she can do it herself. Even Nate, the amazing neighbor can't change her mind. Will Robbie understand that first impressions don't always count? And sometimes, people can surprise you, so it's okay to let the closest ones in... Shoe and key author Sarah Dessen publishing date April 2008 posted
by Viking Advertising Order before Just Listen and Afterlong for The Ride Lock and Key is the eighth book written by Sarah Dessen. Content[Program] Summary Editing Information Editing Information Characters Ruby Cooper Cora Cooper-Hunter Knight Cross Jamie Hunter Olivia Davis Jarvis Miller
Blake Cross Marshall Peyton Rogerson Biscoe Harriet Reggie Heather Wainwright Where else did I read about it? Editing characters Editing Kristy and Brett from The Truth About Forever Buy Ruby Network. Owen is mentioned (though not by name) as helping Jamie put together a CD of obscure songs
for Cora. Places editing things Editing Sarah's words from Sarahland Editing When I wrote my first book, I lived in a small yellow farmhouse in the country. Three years and two books later, we moved into a big new house that we built ourselves far across town. However, I still thought about this little
house a lot, and how it represents the life I had in the past: before I was a real writer, even before I was an adult, at least in my head. Last year, I was there and I decided to go, only to find out it was... Disappeared. It wasn't inhabited by anyone else, or renovated, but completely disappeared, destroyed
and cleared away to make way for a huge gated community. I remember stopping by the side of the road, I couldn't believe my eyes. There was a big difference between our little farmhouse and these vast, luxurious estates. It made me think about the ways in which your life can change in an instant,
whereas it often takes a lot longer to change yourself. Covers editing original cover of cover release date image. Changed due to complaints from sellers. Second cover. Current cover. Not to be confused with a shoe and model key in enzymes or locks and keys in programming languages. For a 2010
Cruel Hand album, see Lock &amp; Key. This article contains multiple issues. Please help improve it or discuss these topics on the talk page. (Learn how and when to remove these template messages) Please help establish viability by citing reliable secondary sources that are independent of the issue
and provide significant coverage of it beyond a trivial score only. If Cannot be created, the article is expected to be merged, redirected, or deleted. Find Sources: Novel Lock and Key – News · Newspapers · Books · Scholar · JSTOR (June 2011) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)
Summary plotting this article may be too long or too detailed. Please help improve it by removing unnecessary details and making it more concise. (June 2011) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Please improve this by adding secondary or tertiary sources. (June 2011) (Learn how
and when to remove this template message) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Lock and key first edition Sings Desan Country Alliance CountriesAngolangen Young AdultPublish and VikingDate April 14, 2008 Type Media Printing (Hardcover and Paperback)Pages422ppISBN978-0-
670-01088-2OCLC1599919383LC ClassPZ7.D455 Lo 2008 Lock and Key is a novel written by author Sarah Dessen. This is her eighth novel in publishing. The book was published by Viking Children's Books in 2008. Shoe and Key Author Sarah Dessen Country United States English Genre Young Adult
Publisher Viking Publishing Date April 22, 2008 Type Media Printing (Hardcover and Paperback) Pages 422pp ISBN 978-0-670-01088-2 OCLC 159919383 LC Class PZ7. D455 Lo 2008 Plot After her drug and alcohol addict mother abandons her, Social Services forces 17-year-old Ruby Cooper to move
in with her sister, Cora, who left for college when Ruby was young. Ruby is angry about this arrangement and continues to wear the key to her old house on a chain around her neck. After learning that she would be move to a new high school, Ruby tries to escape but she found out. Nate Cross, Jamie
and Cora's neighbor, is oversuring her. Throughout the whole story, Ruby is slowly approaching Nate. As Ruby adjusts to her new life, she discovers Cora hasn't avoided her; In fact, Cora tried to save Ruby from their mother, but always stopped. Ruby feels overwhelmed by it all, so she bails on school to
get alcohol and drugs, and later finds herself in Nate's car picking her up. Ruby returns home to a furious Jamie, who blames her for being ungrateful to him and her sister. After seeing similarities between her and her mother that night, Ruby is determined to change her ways. One of Nate's clients, a



tense woman named Harriet, offers Tro majority a job at her jewelry store at the mall. Harriet's business is booming after a string of key-shaped pendants, inspired by Ruby's necklace, become an instant hit. Harriet faces a conflict of her own: because of her independence, she refuses to form a
relationship with Reggie, who owns the Schledgee kiosk. Throughout the whole story, Robbie becomes suspicious of Nate's father, eventually discovering he's an abuser. Nate's defending it, and that leads them to fight and fall apart. One day, Cora and Jamie informed Erby that police found her mother
unconscious in a hotel room and were sent to a rehabilitation center. Ruby later discovers that Nate has escaped, but finds him in an apartment room that she and Nate visited while she tagged him at his job. Robbie shuttles Nate to the airport when he decides to leave his father to live with his mother.
After a sudden realization, she takes the key to the yellow house from her necklace, replaces it with the key to Cora and Jamie's house, and the chain handle for Nate. At the end of the school year, Ruby gives her an English report on the meaning of the family. For evidence, she shows two pictures, both
of the family. The first was that of Jamie's huge family, while the second was filmed at Robbie's 18th birthday party. After trying for months, Cora discovers she's finally pregnant, and Ruby gets into the same university as Nate. She wants to write a letter to her mother, but without knowing what to say, just
send a copy of her acceptance letter. At the end of the novel, she stands in the backyard, and when Rowe and Jamie call her to leave for her graduation, she takes the old key to the yellow house out of her robe pocket and drops it into Lake Coy. The characters Ruby Cooper is the heroine of the story, a
17-year-old abandoned by her mother. She lived alone for two months, but was sent to live with her sister, Cora, who left when Lovy was eight, after the government found out. Ruby is convinced she can take care of herself, but later discovers otherwise. She's sarcastic and independent, but changes her
cynical worldview as the story unfolds. She inherited many physical traits from her mother, both described as having pale skin, red hair and a high frame. Cora Cooper-Hunter is Ruby's older sister, even though they're nothing alike. She left for college when Reuby was eight, and married Jamie Hunter two
years later. She tried to keep in touch with Ruby, but her mother kept going through and putting fake addresses in Ruby's school records. Cora tries to get pregnant throughout the whole story. She finds out she's pregnant at the end of the affair. Cora is described as having dark hair and a curvy shape.
Nate Cross is Jamie and Cora's neighbor. He's a senior, like Robbie, and rides with her every day. He keeps helping Erby when no one else is there for her, even though she doesn't think she needs anything from him. Nate works for his father's business and was assured and often abused when his
father lost his temper. He was a swimmer, but quit when his father was too involved in it. He's friendly, popular and optimistic. Nate is described as having blond hair, and being cute, but in the form of a rich kid. Jamie Hunter is Cora's richest, Friendly husband. He comes from a big family and likes to
celebrate the festivities. He is the founder of the most popular social networking site UMe and built a pool in his backyard. Olivia Davis is Ruby's new friend who also attended Ruby's old school. She's always on her cell phone. Somehow connected to Don Davis, from this lurch song. Jarvis Miller is young
for his grade, but he's one of the smartest kids in school. He's dating Nate and Robbie and excels at math. He's teaching Robbie to befriend Olivia. Blake Cross is Nate's father who set up an errand service for people. He owns the house next to Cora and Jamie. Blake also beats Nate throughout the story
and it helps create Robbie and Nate Marshall's relationship is a kid from Robbie's old school with whom Robbie was an arrangement. Peyton was Ruby's best friend before Robbie left. Robbie later reveals that Marshall was in a relationship with Peyton. Peyton attended private school before she was
kicked out for drug possession on school grounds. She went to Jackson High School afterwards, where she met Ruby through her boyfriend. Rogerson Biscoe is Marshall's best friend and roommate (also a character from Sarah Dessen's other dreamland work). Lilly is Olivia's cousin, who throughout the
affair trains and takes part in the 5K race, in which she is the last to finish the race. Harriet is a hard-working redhead woman who owns a jewelry kiosk at the mall and provides work guns with great reluctance at first. She drinks too much coffee and stamps out the same independence and Robbie's self-
reliance. Reji has a vitamin kiosk next to Harriet. He and Harriet fight all the time teasing each other, but he's obviously interested in her. Heather Wainwright is Nate's very selfless and kind-hearted ex. She wanted to help Nate and his problem with his father, but rejected it every time. So, the breakup.
Wedge to other works Marshall is a partner with Rogerson, Caitlin's boyfriend in Dreamlind. Ruby mentions that she heard Rogerson had a criminal record for something in the assault. It refers to his assault on Caitlin. Ruby moves to Wildflower Ridge, a neighborhood created by Macy's mother in The
Truth About Forever. Nate listens to Annabelle Mark listen on community radio. Nate makes gift bags with chocolate houses for the client, Kevin Homes – Macy's mom in The Truth About Forever. Ruby first attends Jackson High School which is Scarlett and Haley's school at someone like you Caitlin's
school in Dreamlind, Macy's school in The Truth About Forever, Annabel Burke's School Listen, one of Auden's schools together for the ride, and McLean's new school of what happened to peace. Also, it's the school Sydney moves to in St. Anything, and that's Why Luna ends up in it once and for all.
Robbie goes to Perkins Day, which is Rogerson's school in Will Cash School goes to Just Listen, another of Auden's schools together for the ride, and Sydney school and Peyton attended St Anything. At Cora and Jamie's party, Barbara Starr of Cradle Song performs as Cora's client when she went
through a divorce. Olivia mentions that her cousin Lyni was inspired to train for the marathon by Kiki Sparks from Watching the Moon. Jarvis is also mentioned in what happened to Shalom as a perverted jarb. Jamie recruited Evan from Just Listen to help with Cora's CD music for Valentine's Day. Ruby
turns to Dries University, which was the university auden ended up studying at together for the trip, and the McClane basketball team and her father loved what happened to peace. The girls who visit the jewelry stand and look at the key necklaces are actually Mallory, Evan's little sister from Just Listen,
and her friends who are also reminiscent of her brother's girlfriend. The peers of guy and girl Ruby who visit the jewelry stand are Kristy and Brett from The Truth About Forever, recognized by the faint scars Ruby noticed on Kristy's face and a Brett Armageddon Expo 06 shirt. UMe.com mentioned once
and for all, what happened to peace, together for travel and the moon and more. On Saint Anything, Jamie was mentioned as an adult who set up the social networking site Ume.com. Motives Sarah Dessen conducted an interview with the blog Sarah Dessen Diarist. Ruby chose abuse and neglect as a
central issue as she... Was really interested in taking on a different kind of announcer. Most of my daughters are from upper-middle-class families, who live in pretty solid environments. I was intrigued by taking a girl who wasn't like that at all and dropping her into this whole new world. I liked the idea of
you thinking it would solve all her problems - having a roof over her head, money, family - but it actually brought up a whole other set to deal with. I also liked the idea of my hairdresser saving someone else to save herself. Another major issue was family. It started with Robbie not knowing the true
meaning of family, just thinking it meant people bound by blood or marriage. So in Ruby's mind, the only family she had was her mother and sister. But at the end of the book, Ruby realized that family was not just relatives, but everyone who cared for you, everyone you trusted, everyone who loved you.
The idea of the English project that grew out of it wants to... Focus on the idea of family, and I thought it would be an interesting way to get Erby to think about it without it seeming too contrived. Plus, I really liked the idea that everyone would have different definitions of the word, and give them, they
would also define themselves. The song, Montgomery Angel, can be heard... Get down to ruby's mom character. A certain sadness, and fatigue, in this song, and the woman who speaks in it, and it really reminded me of what I was trying to do with Robbie's mom. I'll often have a song that gives me back
a character, or helps fill them out a little bit. The interview went into more detail with questions about character choices and inspiration for topics. Links to Fenx in 2008, took place in 2008. Lock and key. New York, New York: Speak. At 158 p. 158. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
on August 10, 2008 took place on August 10, 2008. Lock and Key – Sarah Dessen interview. In 2019, After winning the title 00.php Lock_and_Key_000 00:00:00,000 --&amp;00:00,000 --&amp;Lock_and_Key_&amp;00:00:00 00,000 -.php-&amp;00:00,000 --&amp;00:00,000 --&amp;&amp;&lt;/a00
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